Abstract-Face orientation can be used to derive vigilance cues about the vehicle driver. In this paper, a face pose estimation model based on visual features is presented. The face orientation is estimated through SVM with features detection such as eyes, mouth, facial outlines and so on. Innovative point of this research is the utilization of the features triangle, which composed with eyes and mouth locations, to obtain a robust face pose estimate. This method leads to the free face pose estimation and it is non-intrusive to the driver. Finally, the system is assessed with a commercial capture system. The evaluation results indicate that the system presented can be used in the driver assistant system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Driver drowsiness and vigilance is a significant contributing factor to road related crashes worldwide. This would endanger lives of the driver and passengers could cause serious accidents along major roads [1] . Recent studies show that driver's drowsiness accounts for up to 20% of serious or fatal accidents on motorways and monotonous roads, which impair the drivers' judgment and their ability of controlling vehicles. If symptoms of drowsiness and spirit distraction could effectively warn drivers, corrective measures could be taken and disastrous outcomes would be prevented [2] .
Researchers all over the world have taken great efforts in this field. In general, there are three types of prewarning methods based on the driver's physiological parameters [3] [4] [5] , the vehicle's running statues [6, 7] and the driver's spirit state [8] [9] [10] [11] .
In which, physiological parameters such as EOG is used to estimate drowsiness [3] . A large number of features can be extracted from the EOG such as blink duration, blink frequency, PERCLOS and other features. EOG is generally high sampled which allows features to be accurately calculated. But, unfortunately, EOG requires at least three electrodes placed on the driver skin, which is not really practical. The vehicle's running statues such as lane deviation, safe-range keeping and steering movements also are used to deduce the driver's vigilance statues. But, in most cases, its accuracy is depending on the type of the vehicle and the driver's habits. Among above different methods, ocular measures, such as eye blinking and eyelid closure, are considered as promising ways for monitoring alertness. At present, it has been a leading technique due to its hardware's characteristics which include small size, low cost and non-intrusiveness to drivers. In this research field, various visual parameters could be extracted when the driver's fatigue occurred.
At normal driving status, driver's face orientation should be the front and within a certain range. Otherwise, the driver's spirit status should be drowsy or distracted. Benoit [10] proposed a real time frequency method to estimate global rotation or translation and the corresponding direction of a moving head based on analysis of the image spectrum in the log polar domain. The method was used for interpretation of global head nods (up/down and right/left oscillations). Hansen [11] seeks to advance the state-of-the-art of 3D face capture and processing via novel Photometric Stereo (PS) hardware and algorithms. The presented method has a good precision, but it's very time consuming. Therefore, the model accuracy and algorithm complexity need to be considered in the development of a practical application. This paper presents a face orientation estimate method based on SVM with facial visual features detection. Innovative point of this research is the utilization of the features triangle, which composed with eyes and mouth locations, to obtain a robust face pose estimate. This method leads to the free face pose estimation and it is non-intrusive to the driver.
Therefore, this paper is organized as follows. In the section below, firstly the face region is detected through a fusion method with adaboost detector and skin color model; secondly, the features such as eyes, mouth and face contour are obtained based on their visual character respectively; the features vector for SVM is acquired through a characteristic triangle. And then the SVM is reviewed for classification problems. Finally, experiment results are discussed and conclusions are derived respectively.
II. FACE FEATURE REGION LOCATION

Face Region Location
Face region located reliably is very important to locate and analyze other features. At present, methods for face detection can be divided into two types roughly: method based on knowledge [12, 13] and the one based on statistical characteristics [14] , which all have their own advantages and shortcomings: the former can detect face rapidly, but its precision is lower than the latter's. Therefore, this paper uses AdaBoost classifier based on knowledge to detect the possible face ROI (Region of Interest) in image. In the ROI, the skin color model based on statistical characteristics is adopted to locate face region accurately. In this way, the confliction between detection speed and precision is resolved perfectly. The flow chart of the method is shown as Fig. 1 .
Adaboost detector
The principal of AdaBoost classifier is to collect a large number of simple characteristics (shown as Fig. 2 ) from target or non-target samples, to train these characteristics through AdaBoost algorithm, to obtain a series of weak classifiers with general categorizing ability and to utilize a certain method to make these weak classifiers form a strong classifier with good categorizing ability. Finally, a classifier cascade for detection is achieved through boosting several strong classifiers [8] . The training and detecting procedure is shown as Fig.  3(a) . Fig. 3(b) shows the basic steps for training strong classifier. The result of Adaboost detector is shown as Fig.  7 (a).
Skin color model
For face detection precisely, a skin color model which can be suitable for different skin colors and illuminations is needed. Experiment shows that the difference of Cr and Cb in YCrCb color space is not obvious compared with brightness of different persons. The Cr and Cb of different complexion have the same Gauss skin model [15] , shown as Fig. 4 .
With the skin color model, the probability of pixels belonging to skin is: With formula (1), the complexion probability image is obtained based on the pixels probability, while the face region is obtained based on the pixels probability, chroma similarity and spacing correlativity. The experiment result is shown as figure 7 (b). 
Eyes Detection
Eyes locate in the upper part of face and their gray values are smaller than that of the face skin. But it is influenced by outside illuminations to realize the image binary segmentation on simple gray feature. Analysis shows that the H, Cr, Cb components of face skin and eyes' have some certain aggregation characteristics in HSV and YCrCb color spaces, which is described in figure 5 . Therefore, this paper adopts BP neural network to train a classifier for separating eyes from face region. During the training, pixel's H, Cr, Cb are used as input vectors and face skin (0), eye (1) as the output vectors. The training deviation curve is shown as figure 6. With the trained classifier, the binary image of eyes is obtained. Then, the eyes' region is located through the region index algorithm and eye's distribution characteristic in face region. The experiment result is shown as figure 7 (c).
Mouth Region Location Based on the Fisher Linear Classifier
Because the distinction on gray level between the lip and the skin is not clear, the gray information is easy influenced with light condition changing; face moving and face rotating. So the lip region edge is not easy to be detected. Analysis shows that the lip is redder than face skin and the unitized RGB color would not change under various light conditions, face movement or rotations. So the Fisher linear classifier is adopted to make the segmentation between skin color and lip color. The training steps of Fisher linear classifier as bellow. 
After training, the projection axis w* is obtained. With it we can calculate every color pixel's (skin and lip color) Fisher projection point. Finally, the mouth position is achieved through the location and shape features.
The test results of above algorithm are shown as figure7 (d).
Facial Contour Detection
The facial contour's detection accurately is important for posture estimation. Some researches about face detection apply the constraint that facial contour is similar to ellipse to validate whether the region determined is face or not [16] . So, this paper conducts a series of image preprocessing such as morphology, region identification, hole filling, LOG edge detection, morphological thinning and edge chain code tracking. Then the edge points which represent the facial contour can be acquired through "specific" chain codes screening which describe the facial contour.
The image preprocessing procedure experiments are shown as figure 8 . The experiments indicate that the algorithm can not only remove the "non-specific" facial contour points, but also retain the features of facial contour. After the preprocessing with above constraints, most of the selected edge points should be located on the facial contour. Then the least-squares fitting operation is applied to the contour according to the elliptical general expression.
The elliptical general analytical expression is: 
Let the elliptical center be (x c , y c ), the major axis be a, the minor axis be b, and the angle between major axis and x-axis positive direction be φ. Then the relations among C 0 , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , (x c , y c ), a, b and the angle φ are described as follows:
With formula (7) to (11), the parameters which describe facial contour curve can be calculated. In order to verify efficiency of the method, some facial contour fitting experiments are conducted shown as figure 9 . Experiments indicate that the facial contour curve can be detected through the algorithm adopted with the front and lateral orientation state. 
Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM), a novel machine learning algorithm, has been recently proved that is a promising tool for both data classification and pattern recognition. SVM is a particular learning system that is based on the margin-maximization principle ( figure 10 ). This learning strategy introduced by Vapnik in 1995 is a powerful method which has already been successfully received a wide variety of applications ranging from particle identification, face identification and text categorization to intrusion detection, bioinformatics and database marketing in the few years since its introduction [17] . Here, we only give a very brief introduction to SVM, more detailed descriptions can be found in Burges, Campbell, Cristiannini and ShaweTaylor. The dual optimization problem is obtained with Lagrange multiplier i ∂ , shown as following [18] :
Then, the SVM decision function is : Figure 11 . Sketch map of eye, mouth and face, (the features triangle composed with the eyes, mouth central point location)
Features Dataset Construction
In order to estimate the face's orientation, a feature vector which can reflect the face direction changing is
Binary image
Freeman chain code Fit Ellipse Ellipse detection important. Analysis shows that the position relationship changes obviously between the face outline and the triangle composed of eyes and mouth when the head occurs deflecting and pitching. Therefore, we can fit an ellipse based on the face edge detection. The features vector is obtained with relationship between the triangle and the ellipse, shown as figure 11 .
The following information can be drawn from geometrical relationship between the triangle and the ellipse, which include the center coordinates of two eyes ( , ) , , ,
Here, 
In order to verify the above analysis, a statistic test of E 1~E4 changing with face posture is conducted, which is shown as figure 12 . Here, we select 50 data from the five types of face posture which include the normal straight, the left and right deflection and the up and down pitching.
Some important information can be drowned from the statistics. Firstly, the features E 1 and E 4 changes obviously when the head occurs left or right deflection, but not with the up or down pitching ( figure 12 (a) and  (d) ). Secondly, the feature E 3 changes obviously when the head occurs up or down pitching, but not with the left or right deflection ( figure 12 (c) ). Therefore, the face postures changing can be reflected from the feature vector Z.
Experiments and Discussion
In this paper, the SVM model constructed will be trained with the features vector dataset extracted from image, and then it will be used to classify the face orientation with the validation dataset. Multi-class implementation of Libsvm, which uses the one-againstone approach, is utilized for this purpose. In this experiment, RBF kernel functions are selected. After conducting the grid search on the training dataset (including 150 groups), the optimal ( , ) C γ is (128, 0.5), and a cross validation on the dataset (including 50 groups), the accuracy is 98.9%. Table 1 shows the classifying results of the experiments. As we can see, a better recognition effects is achieved for the face orientation. The tracking experiment results are shown as figure 13. 
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a number of methods to detect face quickly by using combination of AdaBoost detector and skin color model, to identify eye region from skin based on the BP neural network, and to separate the mouth in face region with the Fisher linear classifier. Based on the eye, mouth and face ellipse contour detection, the driver's face orientation can be determined with SVM. Test results show that the system can monitor the face features effectively and realize warning based on specified rules.
However, there are some unresolved issues to be discussed in the future work. First, there are many kinds of different face orientations, how to decide which kind they belong to is an important issue for practical application. In addition, face features segmentation in actual environment is a difficult task in this research area. 
